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MONITORINGOF THE SITUATION WITH HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS’ 

SECURITY in JUNE, 2013 

 

In June, 2013 monitoring of websites concerning placement of information on safety of 

human rights activists of Kazakhstan was carried out. 

 

HUMAN RIHGTS DEFENDERS 

 

Branch of Kazakhstan International Bureau for human rights and rule of law in 

Astana. 

The volunteer of branch of the KIBHR in Astana AkmaralMukasheva since April, 2013 

underwent pressure of employees of the Committee of National Security. On April 09, 2013 

under the guise of check on presentation of the report on the practice which has passed in NGO 

there was certain "an assistant to the rector of ENU", presented as Aziz. On April 17, 2013 

Akmaral found out that Aziz "works" in the ENU main case. 

On April 15, 2013 on the mobile phone of mother of the volunteer a certain Saken called 

from hidden number and demanded a telephone number of the Akmaral's father. 

On April 30, 2013 in 10 h. ENU office registrar Kundyz invited Mukasheva to the office 

No. 307 of the educational case No. 2 (the 7-storeyed building) as it appeared, to a meeting with 

allegedly staff of the Ministry of Education and Science of the RK – TemirzhanovAzamat and 

SuleymenovKazken (earlier he was represented as an assistant to the rector of ENU Aziz). The 

specified employees of MES of the RK reported that they selected 5 best students for receipt in a 

higher education institution magistracy, they were interested in passing of practice in NGO, in 

how this practice affected Mukasheva A. 

On May 15, 2013 during the period from 14 till 15 h. in the same office of the ENU 

Temirzhanov A. and Suleymenov K. again invited Mukasheva to a meeting. This time 

cooperation was directly offered to her. Mukasheva A. refused, and in reply she heard threat "If 

you don't wish voluntary, we can in a different way also". Young men demanded to watch the 

director of the branch of the KIBHR in Astana: what character she has, what leisure, what salary, 

how many people in the staff, where and who she lives with, who she meets, whether foreigners 

come to office etc. 

Thus two young men were very well informed on NGO work. 

 

AliyaTuletayeva 

An intensive shadowing is conducted to Aliya, condemned for the organization of 

disorders in of Zhanaozen Rosa Tuletayeva's daughter, .Aliya reported about that. It is very 

concerned by unexpectedly woken up interest of the law enforcement agencies in her and she 

suspects that in the apartment the listening equipment is installed . 

In conversation with the journalist Aliya made a reservation at once: all the told by her is 

not a paranoia. She is compelled to address in the "Respublika" edition to secure the family 

against unknown young men who follow her on heels. 

- I noticed the shadowing in Atyrau about two weeks ago when I went to mother — Aliya 

told. — At a house entrance where I rented the apartment, I noticed the young man. Suspecting 

nothing, I started talking to him, wanted to know something, but he somehow strange looked at 

me and hastened to leave. In the late afternoon, when I was coming back with products, I noticed 

him again — he followed me in a literal sense. I quickly ran in an entrance, and on the third floor 

noticed a silhouette of the man rising for me. Then the taxi drivers in Atyrau told me that they 



paid attention to the men who were dogging me steps and constantly exchanging words by cell 

phones. 

- And upon return home in Zhanaozen I also noticed the unfamiliar young men who were 

looking out for me. I am very concerned. I suspect that shadowing is organized by body from 

three letters. I don't understand only what it is connected with? Mother both were in prison, and 

she is there — being perplexed, Aliya noticed. 

- I was told in a human resources department that KNB collects information on me. I was 

called from there and they with anxiety began to ask that I had done again because KNB made 

on me request. Then I answered them that nothing, and if they collect information on me, well 

and let. But after they began to watch me, it already strongly disturbs me. I am afraid of 

provocations from their party. Therefore I want to give shadowing to publicity. That the public 

was aware — Aliya explained. 
 

VadimKuramshin 

Friends of VadimKuramshin visited him in the colony EC-164/4 which is called also by 

"Zhaman-sopka" and a day earlier  the deputy of Mazhilis of Parliament AygulSolovyeva, and 

the head of the Public supervisory commission on SKO EvgenyGolendukhin visited him. 

VadimKuramshin 

VadimKuramshin in a colony of EC-164/4 which is called also by "Zhaman-sopka" 

friends visited it, and a day earlier at it the deputy of Mazhilis of Parliament AygulSolovyeva, 

and the head of the Public supervisory commission on SKO EvgenyGolendukhin visited. During 

a meeting Vadim, to conditions of the contents didn't express special claims to conditions of the 

contents, he only pointed out some defects. 

"Though in a barrack it is very cold, they don't give out things which were given by 

relatives, namely a blanket and darkly blue sweatshirt, but according to standards it approaches 

since it is possible either black, or blue color. It is impossible to descend normally in a bath 

because not enough time is taken away for this purpose. They exhaust on ten people, but give 

only four watering cans" - the human rights activist told. 

V. Kuramshin noted that he has no claims to establishment administration and the 

relation is extremely correct, he considers that all problems proceed from KUIS, but now he 

doesn't want to tell about it in more detail, but he has bases to believe. But, despite it, Vadim 

stated the desire to be transferred to other colony of a particular treatment that is near Astana in 

Arshala's settlement, having proved it that he had never during the activity faced the 

management of this colony and it would be much simpler to family to reach there. 

 

PUBLIC ACTIVISTS 

 

KanagatTakeeva 

In Interview to the Taszhargan newspaper Takeeva reported the following: 

"Not only one body really became interested in me. Pressure is put at once by some 

structures – Bostandyk District Department of the Interior, military body and financial police. 

It began with that recently local police inspector brought to my son recruit the agenda in a 

military registration and enlistment office of the Bostandyk area in the evening. Rinat went at 

once there. He came to the deputy chief major ArmanTurgunbayev, explained why he can't go to 

the army now – he has a warm aggravation, he is on treatment for warm insufficiency. The major 

told him to approach since morning. At home I offered to the son: I descend myself in a military 

registration and enlistment office, and you since morning go to the doctor. So we did like that. 

However he was made to be in a military registration and enlistment office after all. It 

was on May 21 this year. I just had to send people in Astana to an audience to an economic 

forum. By the same train representatives of public association "Let's leave housing to the people! 

". We have with them common problems. 



Nevertheless I remained in a military registration and enlistment office. 

ArmanTurgunbayev quietly listened to us, then advised to talk directly to the chief of a military 

registration and enlistment office colonel Murat Egizbayev. He has just approached this time. 

From the first words he talked to us with voices raised, shouted: "I told – that he will go 

to the army! ", shouted at visitors who wanted to come to him, began to shame my son who 

supposedly wanted to serve why now you hide for tour mother's back, etc. Excuse, the army for 

recruits begins with communication with the first head of a military registration and enlistment 

office, he is a person of our Armed forces. And if he affords roughnesses, any mother will tell: 

yes there not only hazing and pedophilia. 

Naturally, at once  a maternal instinct appeared in me. I tried to explain to him that heart 

– such body which now can not hurt, and in an hour will grab that there will be a heart attack. 

Any psychoemotional influence can provoke an illness. He even didn't want to listen to me. Pier, 

your son passed medical board, at his health is all right. And all this is in a categorical form and 

rough tone. Here I didn't sustain and told him: "At first eradicate a hazing, homosexuality and 

pedophilia in the army,  that the Kazakhstan mothers, without being afraid, sent to army of sons". 

He apprehended these my words as a personal insult. 

He wrote the application where accused me under two articles, including for allegedly 

hooligan actions that I threatened him with physical violence, was obscenely expressed. Well, I 

imperceptibly turned on the cell phone and dialed number of the acquaintance. She heard all our 

conversation with the colonel. The most intersting is that the investigation is carried for some 

reason by financial police. Now I go on interrogations and on courts". 

 

ErmekNarymbayev, MadelIsmailov 

The detained members of the public association "Birge" ErmekNarymbayev and 

MadelIsmailov are delivered in Bostandyks District Department of the Interior of Almaty. In 

protest 72-year-old MadelIsmailov went on hunger strike. 

They were detained when together with the gathered people near city akimat went on the 

Republic area to catch a taxi and to go in Bostandyk District Department of the Interior to 

demand Murat Telibekov's detained early in the morning release. 

"We went, peacefully talking and suddenly unexpectedly behind the group of police 

officers flew on us — the member of the public association "Birge" DilnarInsenova told us by 

phone.  —  six police officers snatched at once on Ermek and jostled him in the car, having 

pushed away in the same time 72-year-old pensioner. I didn't notice how they detained 

MadelIsmailov, I saw only how he was brought in Bostandyk District Department of the 

Interior".  

 

PA "OCA" 

"Dear colleagues! We ask you to extend the message on PA "OCA"! We address to our 

friends, colleagues and to all not indifferent people supporting activity of public association 

"OCA"! 

The association OCA Kazakhstan channel in the youtube where any wishing could lay 

out the rollers, stopped the existence thanks to two geeks on which denunciation the channel of 

association was blocked. These "people" unworthy ranks of men and citizens of Kazakhstan 

without any prevention, foully, from round the corner attacked the canal which drivers of all 

Kazakhstan on which the huge number of drivers studied used as it is necessary to behave with 

representatives of GAI …" 

 

RELIGIOUS ACTIVISTS 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES  

 

Murat Telibekov 



4.06.2013. The chairman of the Union of Muslims of Kazakhstan Murat Telibekova 

detained "before clarification of circumstances", the correspondent of Tengrinews.kz reports 

with reference to the press service of DIA of Almaty.  

The detention reason — the statement of an Almatian who wrote that the head of the 

Union of Muslims urges it to participate in an illegal action before akimat.  

As spouse of Telibekov - Ekaterina reported, her husband left in the morning to walk, and 

called home from the Bostandyk District Department of the Interior of Almaty later:  "He told 

that him detained, but the reasons didn't explain.  Now its phone is disconnected.  To Telibekova 

forbid to communicate with the lawyer.  Relatives and acquaintances connect it arrest with an 

action which had to take place today, on June 4, the akimat has Almaty".  

4.06.2013. Appeal to акиму Almaty to AkhmetzhanEsimova to meet the people cost 

much to the chairman of the Union of Muslims of Kazakhstan. Though the people on a meeting 

were, Esimov to gathered didn't leave. And M. Telibekov received seven days of arrest — for 

meeting. 

According to AndreyGrishin, "M. Telibekov condemned on ч.3 Art. 373 of the 

Administrative code, on the basis of the statement of a certain Voronin who, allegedly, read 

Telibekov's appeal to leave to akimat in "Facebook".Voronin, however, didn't find, on his 

process wasn't, phones at it are also disconnected". 

M. Telibekov's process took place in absence of "audience" and even the lawyer, the site 

editor of bureau AndreySviridov reported in turn.  

5.06.2013.  M. Telibekov addressed to the president of Civil Alliance of Kazakhstan 

NurlanErimbetov with a request to promote release or imprisonment term reduction.  

5.06.2013.  As the colleague of the head of the Union of Muslims of Kazakhstan arrested 

on 7 days DilnarInsenova reported, M. Telibekov yesterday late at night delivered from hospital 

back in the specialreceiver for administratively arrested.  

 "Today we brought a package with products for M. Telibekov and E.Narymbayev — 

Dilnarinsenova told.  —  In a package there were pies, tea, candies.  But our transfer didn't 

accept.  Told on the on-door speakerphone that transfers accept with an hour to two, and we 

arrived somewhere at 16:30.  We started them asking that took our transfer, but persons on duty 

disconnected the on-door speakerphone".  

12.06.2013. M. Telibekov told about conditions of the contents in the special receiver: 

- The detention occurred at 7 o'clock in the morning when I went to throw out garbage. 

Two persons ran up to me in the civilian, one of them showed the certificate. They force jostled 

me in the car, delivered in Bostandyk District Department of the Interior. There me violently 

held to four o'clock in the afternoon, without allowing to contact the lawyer. Withdrew phone. 

Then me brought to administrative court. Here me two district police officers of the 

Bostandyk area began to persuade to refuse the lawyer for the reason that allegedly I am 

threatened only by a penalty, and searches of the lawyer supposedly will take a lot of time. Then 

the staff of prosecutor's office, court approached and all of them began chorus to say that 

business trifling, it isn't necessary to tighten it, it doesn't cost such big efforts. I signed the 

statement that I refuse the lawyer, I believed of. In my opinion, it was fraud. 

I was given 7 days, and the prosecutor requested 15 days. Then me brought to the special 

receiver. There to me it became bad, heart attack began. I asked to cause ambulance. To me it 

very long didn't cause. I lay on a floor, police officers who laughed over me by went. For me it 

was shock because I didn't see the slightest compassion in their eyes. As though I got to other 

world, to another dimension. Then there arrived ambulance. Doctors removed the cardiogram 

and insisted on hospitalization. Me brought to Kalkaman's hospital. In hospital doctors refused to 

me hospitalization and me brought back and placed in the camera where there were 12 people. 

Only thanks to support of prisoners my condition was stabilized.  Next day to me brought 

drugs.  Then I from a hopelessness, with despair went on hunger strike and held it within two 

days.  After these two days to me the representative of the press service of DIA, asked to stop 

hunger strike came.  He told that conditions will be softened …  



19.06.2013. M. Telibekov refused participation in a briefing devoted to construction 

around ancient barrows under Almaty and destruction of a park zone, he told to the 

correspondent of Total.kz. Briefing there will pass today at 12.00 in the settlement Tastybulak 

where the known ecologist and public figure NurlanUteuliyev was killed. Initially head of SMK 

was going to participate in action also. 

"This morning from anonymous sources in the Ministry of Internal Affairs the message 

arrived that against me the next provocation prepares. In case of participation in a briefing the 

organization of unauthorized meeting" will be incriminated to me — M. Telibekov told. 

According to him, the authorities allow illegal construction around republican children's 

hospital "Aksay". Thus planned building takes part of the park relating to medical institution and 

some barrows which many years archeologists and "green" try to protect. According to head of 

SMK, in hospital vicinities cottages already are under construction. 

 

BakhtzhanKashkumbayev 

The pastor of the Christian Presbyterian church "Blagodat" which is in Astana 66-year-

old B. Kashkumbayev from the middle of May is in custody. On May 17 him detained on charge 

of deliberate causing heavy harm to health of one of the parishioners — 34-year-old 

LyazzatAlmenova. On May 19 the court No. 2 of the Almaty area Astana authorized arrest of the 

pastor for a period of two months. "Victim" denies infliction of harm her to health. 

If Kashkumbayev'swine are proved, agrees p.1 UK RK Art. 103, to it threaten from three 

to seven years of imprisonment.  

According to Wade Cusack representing the RussianMinistries organization: "Many 

Christians in Kazakhstan believe that Kashkumbayev's arrest was actually the punishment 

proceeding from Muslim officials, for its evangelic activity". 

"It is punishment for it and threat for all the others that didn't change the religion:  If you 

are a Muslim, you have to remain a Muslim.  If you are a Christian, you have to remain a 

Christian".  

As BakhtzhanKarimovich knew at the end of June, 2013 accusation of commission of 

two more crimes is brought. It was examined in the conditions of EC-166/1 DUIS institution on 

Astana by psychiatrists who didn't come to any conclusion about his sanity that formed the basis 

for removal by the investigator Eye resolutions on purpose of stationary psychiatric examination 

in Almaty for a month. There planned to transport under guard B. Kashkumbayev on June 29, 

2013. The pastor in 2010 has a heart attack in this connection it cannot sustain prison transfer. 

Similar practice of the monthly contents in a psychiatric hospital of activists becomes a 

tendency. 

Let's note that still investigator Glazkov didn't consider the statement of the son of the 

pastor – Askar about recognition by his public defender of the father, also as well as didn't 

provide access to the lawyer to full protection of the client. 

 

ACTIVISTS OF LABOR UNIONS 

 

Marat Karamanov 

According to our companions in the night of June 6 the working activist, one of founders 

of initiative group of workers on creation of independent labor union at the enterprises of the 

Chinese company "Great Wall" in the Aktyubinsk area Marat Karamanov was arrested.  The 

reason is allegedly Marat's partnership in chisel "theft".  Several weeks ago the worker with the 

simple tool was detained, now police officers declare that Marat Karamanov was the organizer of 

criminal group and itself thefts.  

 

Rosa Tuletayeva 



Sharply the state of health of Rosa Tuletayeva, the activist of strike movement of oil 

industry workers of Zhanaozen worsened. The colony administration still doesn't provide it 

appropriate medical care. R. Tuletayeva's life is in danger. 

20.06.2013 with permission of administration of a colony, R. Tuletayev passed medical 

consultation in regional hospital of Atyrau. The surgeon diagnosed sharp increase in adenoma of 

a liver at 4 centimeters (the increase at one centimeter can lead to a rupture of a liver) for R. 

Tuletayeva. In R. Tuletayeva's hospital reported that operation to it can perform only in case the 

tumor of a liver reaches critical level. Thus R. Tuletayeva has sharp pains in a backbone (at 

present it isn't conducted necessary medical examination in a colony and the diagnosis isn't 

known), in this regard doctors can't appoint by her an injection. Also in her kidneys stones were 

found. 

AliyaTuletayeva, R. Tuletayeva's daughter, is afraid for life of the mother as because of 

low qualification of doctors of a colony and negligence of administration of R. Tuletayev it is 

deprived of the right to receive appropriate medical care. Earlier, after identification of a tumor 

of a liver and problems with a backbone, doctors of a colony recommended to R. Tuletayeva to 

use warming ointment. Besides, R. Tuletayeva needs to avoid physical and nervous tension, 

otherwise the tumor of a liver will progress. At the same time, despite R. Tuletayeva's requests, 

the administration sometimes force forces it to come for constructions and to suffer from 

intolerable pains. 

 

VladislavShul 

VladislavShul, the chairman of PA "Our Right", of Kokshetau, informed PA 

"KadyrKassiyet" about that situation which develops in of Kokshetau in connection with activity 

of Youth Public Association "Female Youth Center "Tomiris" and PA "Our Right" Which Are a 

Part of League of Non-governmental Organizations of Akmolinsk Area". 

In MOO "ZhMTs "Tomiris" addressed tenants of the Central market JSC Ortalyk bazar 

for the help in the solution of the sore problems caused by actions of administration of the 

market. MOO "ZhMTs "Tomiris" addressed to OO "Our Right" for assistance. Carrying out "a 

round table" in a recreation center "Dostar" where as the moderator the deputy of akim of 

Kokshetau supervising this sphere acted became 13.06.2013 a result of their collaboration. From 

the power the department of business, department of work, domestic policy of the city and area, 

prosecutor's office, tax committee, the deputy of city maslikhat, mass media, the president of 

JSC Ortalyk bazar and the administrator of the market took part. In work of "a round table" 

participation of tenants in number of 6 people was planned, but for an hour before carrying out 

action calls from these tenants about refusal in participation in work of a round table" began to 

arrive to us. Cause of failure were personal "conversations" of the administrator of the market 

Gross of Sergey who stated in a categorical form of the "Or You Take Part in Work of " a Round 

Table ", or From Tomorrow You Lose a Trade Place" offer, and also informed us that at the 

initiative of market administration from the trading petition under the address in which lack of 

claims expresses from trading to administration of the market is made and a certain gratitude for 

the created favorable conditions for conducting trade is expressed. 

After our performance on "a round table" the moderator it was given the floor to market 

administration which focused attention of all participants that the administration of the market is 

compelled to submit the application to law enforcement agencies about attraction of V.Shul to 

criminal liability for kindling of social discord.  Allegedly they on hands have statements trading 

which claim about public statements of V. Shul in which it called tenants for social protest 

actions.  

From this day on Vladislav's home telephone number calls at which the calling does a 

long pause began to arrive and lays down a tube. And 7 days on. 

On June 17 is closer to a dinner, coming back from maslikhat to office, during passing of 

a park zone by me in the downtown, since V.Shul overtook two men of an Asian nationality, a 



strong constitution and politely began to be interested:     where it I go, and "why for it it is 

necessary".     

Inclusion of Shul in structure of the commission of mountains became a result of "a 

round table". akimat. The following meeting will take place after the city prosecutor's office will 

take out the conclusion concerning the contradictions specified by us in the lease contract. 

Knowing scale and possibilities of those people which stand behind the president of JSC 

Ortalyk bazar Ignatyev D. Y. Vladislav doesn't exclude possible provocation or something 

similar for the purpose of his neutralization personally. It has experience of communication and 

idea of these people since in the late nineties I headed the first are independent labor union of 

carriers of passenger motor transport of Kokshetau. They on a wind don't throw words. It isn't 

excluded that it is first signs, further - it is more. 

 

JOURNALISTS 

 

Alexander Kharlamov 

The human rights activist and journalist Alexander Kharlamov after completion of 

compulsory psychiatric examination in Almaty was delivered by a stage on June 11, 2013 in 

Ridder.  There it contains in the temporary detention center (TDC), told to Azattyk his lawyer 

ManshukMedikhanova.  Now, according to her, Kharlamov gets acquainted with materials of 

criminal case.  Kharlamov is accused of excitement of religious hatred and can appear before the 

court;  to it threatens till seven years of imprisonment.  

 

Moy Gorod newspaper 

7.06.2013. The West Kazakhstan regional court obliged the Ural newspaper "Moy 

Gorod" to pay compensation of KZT 50 thousand to the former head of department on fight 

against organized crime of DVD of the West Kazakhstan region to RauanMusin. The decision of 

appeal court is passed on June 6. As reason for the claim article of December 12, 2012 in which 

materials of the user entry in the blog of the Minister of Internal Affairs KalmukhanbetKasymov 

were used served. 

The editor-in-chief of the Moy Gorod newspaper ZhannatNugmanova says that R. Musin 

demanded from the newspaper of compensation of moral harm in the sum KZT 3 million as, 

according to him, after article issue he was dismissed. 

AdvocaatMusin, RuslanShagatayev, says that by a court decision the newspaper also has 

to print a denial of article on the pages and apologize R. Musin. 

Z.Nugmanova doesn't agree with a judgment and intends to make the appeal in regional 

court.  

 

Tamara Vaal 

The journalist of the newspaper of "Letters" Tamara Vaal was beaten in the Palace of 

Peace and Reconciliation during execution of a professional duty. It details about arrived on the 

eve of information on smoke in the palace building interested. 

However the meeting with representatives of mass media wasn't included into plans of 

the management of the municipal building, moreover, contrary to the law on mass media, 

journalists were with use of force and a manhandling are turned out from the building by 

representatives of security service. 

In the morning of the next day to Tamara called from akimat of Astana with the offer to 

resolve an issue "silently". That is the injured correspondent has to take away the statement, and 

the akimat, in turn, will help to hush up this scandal in the press and the Internet. In conversation 

to Tamara it is transparent hinted that in case of biased trial injured journalists also will be able 

to be guilty of law and order violation. 

 

DaurenMustafin 



As reported "Inerfaks-Kazakhstan", in Shymkent the correspondent of the republican 

newspaper "El Birligi" DaurenMustafin was attacked. On June 19 he expected the termination of 

a court session of Al-Farabi court of Shymkent. The court this day sorted the conflict between 

the deputy of the maslikhat of the Ordabasin area and home-folks. When the journalist was going 

to interview, the deputy and some more people almost broke his camera and selected a flash card 

with the finished shooting video record, then violently jostled in the car." On the road threatened 

and put slight injuries, beat on shoulders and the person", - Mustafin told.  From the business 

center foyer "Three-copecks piece horde" where brought it attacking, the journalist managed to 

call in police.  After a call to police attempt to select the mobile phone at the correspondent 

followed, then attacking disappeared, probably, having been frightened of trials with 

representatives of law enforcement agencies.  The forensic medical examination for which the 

victim addressed, confirmed existence of slight injuries.  Mustafin submitted the application to 

Al-Farabiysky department of police, and now on this fact trial is conducted.  

 

BerikZhagiparov 

 In the night of June 19, 2013 BerikZhagiparov was called by the leader of workers of 

Zhezkazgan CHPP AyzhanMakhatova. She reported that on the mobile phone of her spouse 

from mobile number 8771-259-4826 SMS arrived: "Now your wife is with BerikZhagiparov, 

call on this number (8777-344-21-18)". As it was at work, the anonymous author decided to 

write at this time. 

On June 19, 2013 B. Zhagiparov was called by 2 more familiar women to whom he 

contacts on work, and reported that their husbands also, as well as spouse A.Makhatova, 

received such messages. 

B. Zhagiparov connects similar messages with employees of DKNB across the 

Karaganda region (Zhezkazgan). 

PA "KadyrKassiyet" for ref. No. 55 sent on June 19, 2013 the address to the chairman of 

KNB RK to major general Abykayev N. Ampere-second a request of the termination of any 

intervention in activity and private life of human rights activists and activists to take measures to 

employees of KNB, to answer in writing. 

 

POLITICAL FIGURES 

 

MukhtarAblyazov 

1.06.2013.  MukhtarAblyazov's spouse with the small daughter stole in the suburb of 

Rome and by plane specially sent from Astana carry to Kazakhstan.  Such shocking message was 

left on the page in "Facebook" by the politician.  

1.06.2013.  The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan declared on Saturday, June 1 

that they have no information concerning possible arrest and an extradition of members of the 

family of the oppositional politician and the banker in M. Ablyazov's exile.  The press secretary 

told the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Azattyk about it NurzhanAytmakhanov.  

3.06.2013. On Monday at a briefing in Service of the central communications the official 

representative of the Prosecutor General's Office of Kazakhstan of NurdauletSuindikov sounded 

a position of the principal supervisory authority of the country on deportation of the spouse of M. 

Ablyazov and their minor daughter. 

According to him, "on June 1, 2013 Shalabayeva with the daughter are deported to the 

Republic of Kazakhstan".  The Italian law enforcement agencies "actions for establishment and 

Ablyazov's detention" proceed.  

5.06.2013. RK Ministry of Foreign Affairs: "A.Shalabayeva isn't accused of crimes of 

Mr. Ablyazov and she isn't threatened by prosecution for its acts. However she is the important 

witness and will be interrogated for the purpose of clarification of location of her spouse, and 

also in connection with case of illegal issue of the Kazakhstan passports. According to the 

Kazakhstan legislation, it has the right not to give testimony concerning the spouse" 



"For an exception of possibility of departure of A.Shalabayeva of the country to an end of 

the investigation, it is under recognizance not to leave Almaty which she determined by a place 

of the accommodation before the end of investigation", - reported the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. 

24.06.2013. Ablyazov writes on the page to FB: 

"… I received news from Astana. As I already reported, concerning my wife the 

resolution on attraction her as accused was accepted. It was made on June 7. Now is instructed to 

carry out urgently court and to condemn Alma. It is ordered to make it as soon as possible at the 

end of July beginning of August when the European parliament comes to summer vacations. As 

they say, "without noise and a dust". 

Alma want to sentence to real term. Sentence plan to pronounce according to the fulfilled 

scheme, using a judicial prejudice.More particularly on the basis of data stated in earlier 

pronounced sentences on business "about issue of passports" to my family in Atyrau. Data which 

contain in earlier pronounced adjudications, won't be checked, the subsequent courts are obliged 

to accept them as established facts in spite of the fact that Alma wasn't the participant of any of 

the taken place processes and any proofs of use or obtaining passports in case papers simply 

aren't present because they can't be at all. 

For Nazarbayev it isn't enough condemnation of my spouse. It prepared special meanness 

for our small daughter Alua. After condemnation of mother it is planned to withdraw the child 

from the grandmother and the grandfather and to send it to orphanage. For justification of 

withdrawal of the child the statement about inability of parents of Alma to bring up the 

granddaughter owing to old age of mother and Alzheimer's disease at the father will be used. 

Exactly for this purpose hearings were dismissed that Alma voluntary returned to Almaty to look 

after aged parents. Exactly for this purpose frames of expeditious video filming of external 

supervision where Alma helps the father to move with a house yard, are transferred by 

intelligence services and shown by Nazarbayev television …" 

 

Vladimir Kozlov 

The Kazakhstan politician Vladimir Kozlov condemned for Zhanaozen events, reported 

that the administration of a colony in which he serves sentence, put in it reprimand. And there 

was it exactly those days when in Almaty prosecutors and financial half-sheep actively struggled 

with organizers of an awards ceremony the award "Freedom", the wife of the politician 

AliyaTurusbekova on the page in "Facebook" told. 

"A certain prisoner from Zhanaozen (thief) attacked on Volodya with charges of death of 

uzenets on December 16, 2011. Between them there was a skirmish. This intimidated freak 

wasn't afraid to be reprimanded and took such step. As a result Volodya was reprimanded" — 

she wrote. 

Aliya believes that the event will lead to mode toughening:  "There are less than 

appointments, it is less than parcels and parcels post".  She is also sure that two events — 

searches and interrogations to Almaty and attack on the politician in a colony — coincided not 

so casually.  Reprimand in principle can badly affect position of the politician in a colony, 

including in the future on the decision on its conditional early release.  

19.06.2013.  According to A.Turusbekova, the communications operator filed a lawsuit 

against the husband — demands to recover from it debts for using communication services in...  

confiscated KNB rooms.  

"Idiocy, actually real estate it was withdrawn on December 19, 2012, and after I I paid 

nothing — Aliya writes.  —  But isn't present, "Kazakhtelecom" claims that some objects still 

are registered on it, and some were renewed only recently and became municipal property.  

Everywhere there are debts (after 10.12.2012) for communication services.  

27.06.2013. A.Turusbekova reported in FB: 

"…  It is interesting that he didn't receive an investment from Toregozhina — the Adam 

magazine and "Truthful newspaper".  Also I didn't receive my investments — the Assandi-times 



newspaper (editor S. Duvanov).  The administration explained it with censorship any, allegedly 

and they know regime object that to allow prisoners to read, and that isn't present.  Here is how!  

!  !  ! "  

 

BolatAbilov 

11.06.2013.  In Almaty in Medeu district court passed a court session in the claim of the 

vice-minister of oil and gasBerikTolumbayev to BolatAbilov.  Tolumbayev demands to collect 

from Abilov KZT 151 million as compensation of moral harm and to disprove the data published 

on a site nuradam.kz.  

12.06.2013 the court obliged the leader of opposition party "Azat" B. of Abilov to pay 

KZT 500 thousand as compensation of moral damage to the vice-minister of oil and gas of 

Kazakhstan B. Tolumbayev, "KAZTAG" reports.  

Judge BakhytzhanTazhikhanov declared that the information spread by Abilov is 

recognized untrue, discrediting honor and Tolumbayev's dignity. By a court decision, Abilov has 

to make a denial. 

B. Abilov declared that doesn't agree with a judgment and intends to appeal against it. 

 

MuratbekKetebayev 

13.06.2013 two hours ago in Poland the head of Civil Activity fund MuratbekKetebayev, 

of a place of the residence in Lublin by the Polish police by direct inquiry of the Kazakhstan 

authorities is arrested.  The inquiry arrived to Poland on June 7, 2013.  

The reasons of detention neither to Mr. Ketebayev, nor his colleagues aren't known.  Now 

the Polish police finds out, what claims to it show the Kazakhstan authorities.  

As it became known from numerous messages in Facebook, and also according to the 

family of the detained oppositionist, after hours-long interrogation in prosecutor's office of 

Lublin of M. Ketebayev released on freedom.  The Polish prosecutor's office didn't find the 

sufficient bases for arrest and an extradition.  

 

Communist Party of Kazakhstan, NP "Alga" 

On June 24, 2013 the member of the Karaganda regional branch of Communist party N. 

Kurmanova sent the statement addressed to the General prosecutor of RK. 

N. Kurmanova reports that representatives of PDA party and unregistered extremist party 

"Alga" in all areas of the country carry out selection and propaganda of delegates for departure in 

Almaty on meeting on questions "Social and political problems of the present". 

The applicant calls into question plans declared by them with sincere intentions of 

politicians as according to extended information the specified action is financed by in the 

international wanted list ex-head of BTA of Bank M. Ablyazov. 


